Assignment 11

Due date for submitting this assignment has passed. As per our records you have not submitted this assignment.

1. What does the "metallic" represent in the short story "Tale Taq Singh"?
   - a symbol of truth
   - a symbol of immortality
   - a symbol of power
   - all of the above
   - the answer is incorrect, Score: 0

2. What is the meaning of "Tale Taq Singh" in the short story "Tale Taq Singh"?
   - the God in heaven is concerned over the degrading quality of Dal
   - the God in heaven is concerned over the degrading quality of Dal
   - the God in heaven is concerned over the degrading quality of Dal
   - the God in heaven is concerned over the degrading quality of Dal
   - the answer is incorrect, Score: 0

3. Who is the author of the book "Gold Orphans"?
   - Bruce Labow
   - Dougall Man
   - Bill Brown
   - Graham Mariner
   - the answer is incorrect, Score: 0

4. What does the line, "One morning a man cleans himself off", signify?
   - the insecurity of power positions in the outside world
   - the insecurity of power positions within the household
   - the insecurity of power positions within the household
   - the insecurity of power positions within the household
   - the answer is incorrect, Score: 0

5. Who is the author of the story "Gold Orphans"?
   - Bruce Labow
   - Dougall Man
   - Bill Brown
   - Graham Mariner
   - the answer is incorrect, Score: 0

6. What is the meaning of "Gold Orphans" in the short story "Gold Orphans"?
   - A redefining of power objects on the world
   - The mobility of people to perform the aboriginal tasks
   - A set of traditionally and deeply rooted that has pervaded all spheres of society
   - A set of traditionally and deeply rooted that has pervaded all spheres of society
   - the answer is incorrect, Score: 0

7. Which of the following is a key feature of Modernist poetry?
   - surrealism
   - imagism
   - irrationalism
   - romantic idealism
   - the answer is incorrect, Score: 0

8. Which of the following is a key feature of Modernist poetry?
   - surrealism
   - imagism
   - irrationalism
   - romantic idealism
   - the answer is incorrect, Score: 0

9. Which of the following is a key feature of Modernist poetry?
   - surrealism
   - imagism
   - irrationalism
   - romantic idealism
   - the answer is incorrect, Score: 0

10. Which of the following is a key feature of Modernist poetry?
    - surrealism
    - imagism
    - irrationalism
    - romantic idealism
    - the answer is incorrect, Score: 0

11. Which of the following is a key feature of Modernist poetry?
    - surrealism
    - imagism
    - irrationalism
    - romantic idealism
    - the answer is incorrect, Score: 0

12. Which of the following is a key feature of Modernist poetry?
    - surrealism
    - imagism
    - irrationalism
    - romantic idealism
    - the answer is incorrect, Score: 0

13. Which of the following is a key feature of Modernist poetry?
    - surrealism
    - imagism
    - irrationalism
    - romantic idealism
    - the answer is incorrect, Score: 0

Due on 2020-04-15, 23:39 IST.